
Year 1

ENGLISH TOOLKIT
In Year 1, we want children to use the words they can spell together to form sentences and start to become independent
writers.  This will result in the sequence of short sentences becoming a narrative.  This toolkit will enable children to work

independently, providing a scaffold for writing.

Sentences – What are they and how are they made?

Capital letters – Start of the sentence and for names.

Finger spaces – the space which identifies individual
words.

Words – sentence content

How words can be combined - clauses

ABC

See vocab tiers

and



Demarcation – full stops, Question marks,
exclamation marks. .  ?  !

Year 2

ENGLISH TOOLKIT

Words
Formation of words using suffixes:

Nouns

Adjectives

Adverbs

- ness   (kindness, happiness)
- er       (kinder, happier)

- ful  (hopeful, joyful)

- less (hopeless, joyless)

- ly (lively, stupidly)

Subordination

Co-ordination

when    if    that   because

or    and   but



Sentence Types (refer to sentence type grid)
Statement I can see the tree.

Questions Can you see the tree?

Command Come here at once.

Exclamation What a fantastic costume!
Text

Present tense I am playing with my friend.

Past tense I was playing with my friend.

Progressive form He was shouting.
She is drumming.

Punctuation - Demarcation
Capital letters Start of sentences.

Name of place or person.

Full stops End of each sentence.

Question marks Can you help me?

Exclamation marks What a fabulous dress!

Commas To separate items in a list:
I bought a tomato, carrot, parsnip and a potato.
I am = I’m



Apostrophes (for possession and
contraction) Elizabeth’s sister is kind.

The girls’ changing room is busy.

Year 3

ENGLISH TOOLKIT

Words
Formation of nouns using prefixes

Use of a / an depending on the word
beginning with a consonant or vowel.

- super (supermarket)
- anti (antibacterial)
- auto (automobile)

a rock             an elephant



Word families based on common
words.

E.g.  solve       solution      dissolve     soluble

Sentence Types (refer to sentence type grid)
Expressing time, place or cause
using:

Conjunctions

Adverbs

Prepositions

When     Before    After    While    So    Because

Then    Next    Soon     Therefore

Before    After     During    In    Because of

Text
Paragraphs A way to group related material (change of time, person, place)

Headings and Subheadings Aid to presentation.

Present prefect form of verbs He went out to play (rather than he has gone out to play).

Punctuation - Demarcation
Capital letters Start of sentences.

Name of place or person.

Full stops End of each sentence.

Question marks Can you help me?



Exclamation marks What a fabulous dress!

Commas To separate items in a list:
I bought a tomato, carrot, parsnip and a potato.

Apostrophes (for possession and
contraction)

I am = I’m

Elizabeth’s sister is kind.

The girls’ changing room is busy.
Inverted commas ‘This cake is delicious’, said the baker.

‘How are you?’ asked Billy.

Year 4

ENGLISH TOOLKIT

Words
The difference between the plural and
possessive ‘s’

Standard English

It’s Sophie’s pencil.

Sophie has lots of pencils.

Those books   NOT    Them books
We were there    NOT   We was



Should have    NOT   Should of

Sentence Types (refer to sentence type grid)
Noun phrases expanded by the
addition of modifying:

Adjectives

Fronted Adverbials

The long alligator with sharp teeth.

Later that day, I heard the bad news.

Text
Paragraphs To organise ideas around a theme.

Choice of noun / pronoun Jessica was very late.  Her watch was broken.

Punctuation - Demarcation
Capital letters Start of sentences.

Name of place or person.

Full stops End of each sentence.

Question marks Can you help me?

Exclamation marks What a fabulous dress!

Commas:

To separate items in a list I bought a tomato, carrot, parsnip and a potato.



To indicate direct speech

After fronted adverbials

The conducted shouted, ‘Sit down!’

Later that day, we went into town.

Apostrophes (for possession and
contraction)

Apostrophes for singular and plural
possession

I am = I’m

Elizabeth’s sister is kind.

The girls’ changing room.

The girl’s bag.

Inverted commas ‘This cake is delicious’, said the baker.

‘How are you?’ asked Billy.

Year 5

ENGLISH TOOLKIT
Words

Converting nouns or adjectives into
verbs using suffixes

- ate  (fixate)

- ise  (verbalise)



Verb prefixes

- ify  (intensify)

- dis (disorganise)

- de (declutter)

- over (overhaul)

- mis (misconception)

- re (recycle)

Sentence Types (refer to sentence type grid)

Relative Clauses

Adverbs

Modal Verbs

(Beginning with)  Who    Which    Where    When    Whose    That

Perhaps    Surely

Might    Should     Will    Must

Text
Devices to build cohesion within
paragraphs.

Then      After that      This      Firstly



Adverbials (time, place and number) Later     Nearby     Secondly

Tense Choices He had seen her before.

Punctuation - Demarcation
Capital letters Start of sentences.

Name of place or person.

Full stops End of each sentence.

Question marks Can you help me?

Exclamation marks What a fabulous dress!

Commas:

To separate items in a list

To indicate direct speech

After fronted adverbials

I bought a tomato, carrot, parsnip and a potato.

The conducted shouted, ‘Sit down!’

Later that day, we went into town.

Apostrophes (for possession and
contraction)

I am = I’m

Elizabeth’s sister is kind.

The girls’ changing room.



Apostrophes for singular and plural
possession The girl’s bag.

Inverted commas ‘This cake is delicious’, said the baker.

‘How are you?’ asked Billy.
Parenthesis

Dashes

Brackets

Commas

The cake – a chocolatey type affair – was delicious.

The bananas (unripe and measly) were not good.

My hat, woolly and warm, is bright red.

Year 6



ENGLISH TOOLKIT

Words

Formal Speech

Informal Speech

Synonym

Antonym

E.g.     Discover    Knowledge    Request

E.g.    Find out      information         ask

Cold   chilly   freezing

Big    Little

Sentence Types (refer to sentence type grid)

Passive Voice I broke the window in the greenhouse    NOT   The window in the greenhouse was
broken by me.

Text
Devices to build cohesion within
paragraphs.

Then      After that      This      Firstly

Grammatical connections and the use
of Adverbials

On the other hand       In contrast     As a consequence of



Adverbials (time, place and number) Later     Nearby     Secondly

Tense Choices He had seen her before.

Layout Devices to add structure to a
text.

Headings    Subheadings    Columns   Bullet Points    Tables

Punctuation - Demarcation
Capital letters Start of sentences.

Name of place or person.

Full stops End of each sentence.

Question marks Can you help me?

Exclamation marks What a fabulous dress!

Commas:

To separate items in a list

To indicate direct speech

After fronted adverbials

I bought a tomato, carrot, parsnip and a potato.

The conducted shouted, ‘Sit down!’

Later that day, we went into town.

Apostrophes (for possession and
contraction)

I am = I’m

Elizabeth’s sister is kind.



Apostrophes for singular and plural
possession

The girls’ changing room.

The girl’s bag.

Inverted commas ‘This cake is delicious’, said the baker.

‘How are you?’ asked Billy.
Parenthesis

Dashes

Brackets

Commas

The cake – a chocolatey type affair – was delicious.

The bananas (unripe and measly) were not good.

My hat, woolly and warm, is bright red.

Semi colons

Colons

It’s raining;  I’m fed up.

The ingredients we will need are:  flour, sugar and eggs.

Hyphens to avoid ambiguity. Man-eating shark     Man eating shark


